
Nature Versus Humanity 
 

Honey. That was all I could think about right now. I wanted to go up to a beehive and get 

some sweet and sticky honey in my mouth. By the way my name is Bill and I’m a red fox. My 

best friend is a grizzly bear named Tyson who is scared of everything. I want honey because it 

tastes way better than any beetle I’ve ever eaten.  

I heard a whirring noise in the distance that doesn’t sound like any animal I have ever 

known. I went up to take a closer look and I saw humans with a bunch of crazy tools. I went 

back to tell The birds who will tell the entire forest about the humans. Then I ran away to tell 

them, but when I got to their nests they said they already heard about the humans. I decided to 

forget about lunch and honey for now and try to get these humans out of our forest. I dashed 

away to get further information! 

Tyson yelled, “A human machine cut down my tree!”  I have made my decision to stop 

these invaders once and for all! I calmed Tyson down and he told me to go to Sharma Lake. I 

didn’t take my time going to Sharma Lake, and when I got there the humans were destroying 

the forest! A bunch of machines were decimating these trees to their stumps while even more 

machines were draining the lake. I overheard the humans’ conversation, and they said that they 

were clearing this forest to extract gas from the ground. I trotted back to the birds’ nests to tell 

them that I was going to stop the people from destroying our ecosystem. Then the birds told me 

that they were going to start gathering animals to help my cause. 

Once the birds came back they brought back a ton of animals to help me with saving the 

forest. They even brought Tyson to me who I thought was going to be tough to work with. I was 

going to let the other animals say their ideas, but they were speechless. Then I had an idea: I 

was going to let the birds distract the humans by doing fancy flying tricks. After the humans 

were focused on the birds, the other mammals and I would sneak up to the machines and break 

them. I also gave Tyson the job of lookout and then I felt better about having him here because I 



didn’t want him giving away our cover. The other animals felt good about this plan and decided 

to stick with it. 

The birds started dancing around while chirping and sqwaking. The humans watched 

them and they were mesmerized. My party of mammals went to the machines and started 

cutting wires and pressing buttons. I started to head for another machine, but a human caught 

me and said “What’re these animals doing here?” The next thing I saw was a brown dash of fur 

and I heard a roar. The human screamed, “MOMMY!” and ran away. I had just seen Tyson 

scare a grown man away. “I am not scared of humans anymore,” he exclaimed cheerfully. We 

had done it! All of the machines were broken and the forest was saved! The entire forest was 

full of noise as the humans packed up. We had just saved our forest from being destroyed. 

That’s the story of how I saved my home. 

 


